March 11, 2009

Joint Meeting with College Planning Council/Classified Consultation Group/
Academic Senate/Management/Instructors’ Association
Co-Chairs: Serban, Andreea; Alarcón, Ignacio
Alsheimer, Cornelia; Alvaredo, Rhys (the Channels); Arias, Armando; Auchinchloss, Liz; Bates, Chris; Bell, Barbara; Broderick, Susan; Carroll, Cathie; Cartwright, Joan; Curtis, Allison; Durfor, Stephanie; Ehrlich, Sue; Elder, Randey; English, Pat; Fargo, Sara; Frankel, Esther; Friedlander, Jack; Galvan, Joan; Garey, Tom; Gilbert, Dave; Griffin, Leslie; Guillen, Mike; Hanna, Karolyn; Hanna, Jessica (the Channels); Hersh, Doug; Lake, Kelly; Lin, Mike; McPheeter, Joyce; Molloy, Kathy; Moore, Marcy; Morris, David; Muraoka, Mimi; Neufeld, Kenley; Nevins, Dean; O’Connor, Orozco, Alejandra; O’Connor, Jan; O'Connor, Orozco, Kathy; Pazich, Betty; Ramirez, Carlos; Salazar, Cindy; Schultz, Jan; Smith, Carola; Smith, Guy; Sophia, Karen; Spaventa, Marilynn; Stark, Lynn; Sullivan, Joe; Summerson, Angela; Thielst, Geoff; Vasquez, Laurie; Waggoner, Donna; Wakens, Dan; Walker, Jason; Warren, Mike; Wright, Marsha; Ygualt, Ana Maria; Zavala, Oscar

March 11, 2009 Academic Senate meeting
Members Present: Ignacio Alarcón (Chair), Armando Arias, Barbara Bell, Susan Broderick, Cathie Carroll, Stephanie Durfor, Esther Frankel, Jack Friedlander, Tom Garey, David Gilbert, Kathy Molloy, Marcy Moore, David Morris, Mimi Muraoka, Dean Nevins, Kathy O’Connor, Jan Schultz, Ana María Ygualt, Oscar Zavala
Members Excused: Kim Monda, Jessica Aparicio
Guests: Rhys Alvaredo and Hanna Scott (the Channels); Kelly Lake, Kenley Neufeld